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Abstract 
The integration of services is transparent, meaning that users no longer face the millions of Web services, do not care 
about the required data stored, but do not need to learn how to obtain these data. In this paper, we analyze the 
uncertainty of schema matching, and then propose a series of similarity measures. To reduce the cost of execution, we 
propose the type-based optimization method and schema matching pruning method of numeric data. Based on above 
analysis, we propose the uncertain schema matching method. The experiments prove the effectiveness and efficiency 
of our method. 
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1.Introduction  
In recent years, Deep Web [1] is growing very rapidly in 2004, about 450,000 Deep Web data sources, 
distributed autonomous resources, such data collection is 500 times higher than Surface Web and the 
current continued to show exponential growth trend. In order to enable users to quickly obtain high-
quality data, Deep Web integration services came into being. Deep Web integration service is provided on 
the Web by querying a Web service interface to structured data sources by the formation of a unified field 
service process, the basic framework shown in Figure 1. For users, the integration of services is 
transparent, meaning that users no longer face the millions of Web services, do not care about the 
required data stored, but do not need to learn how to obtain these data. Just like users of traditional 
keyword-based search engine queries the user interface layer of user requests submitted by the Integration 
Services service layer and resource layer interaction, automated Web service discovery and classification, 
pattern matching to automatically complete user conversion request, in collaboration with Web services 
to complete the query processing, auto-complete data on the combined results, the final result will be 
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high-quality data to the user. And integration services to meet the Web services and dynamic nature of 
autonomy and strong features, and dynamic evolution of adaptive capacity.  
 
Figure 1 Basic framework of Deep Web data integration 
Deep Web Integration Services contains a lot of uncertainties, such as: (1) The user may not know 
exactly what to look for data; (2) the user may not know how to describe their inquiries; (3) In this Deep 
Web large-scale integrated dynamic environment, automated methods must be used, and these methods in 
the Web environment, a high degree of autonomy is difficult to make accurate judgments. Thus, Deep 
Web Integration Services uncertainty as an unavoidable problem. To our knowledge, the present study on 
the uncertainty is only at a preliminary stage, a lot of existing research methods with an automatic or 
semi-automatic selection in the key at the most likely outcome, thereby ignoring the uncertainty. For 
example: In the pattern matching, a lot of research work [2] [3] [4] are looking for the best matches. But 
sometimes this uncertain information is valuable; to ignore the information may have been useful 
information for users has not been returned to the user. How under the premise of the existence of 
uncertainty, the return of high-quality data, increase customer satisfaction, is the Deep Web Integration 
Services, a research hotspot.  
This concern is the process of converting the user request pattern matching uncertainty that concerns 
the user's keyword query to submit to switch to complex structured query interface integration, and 
further submitted to the relevant Web database query interface to the process uncertain pattern matching 
problem, shown in Figure 2. For example, users want to buy a used car, submitted keyword query {Benz, 
20000-30000}, the underlying semantics of uncertainty, when this query is translated into a structured 
query interface integration, possible There are two matches, one has mileage in the 20,000 to 30,000 
kilometers between the Mercedes-Benz cars, the second is the price from 20,000 to 30,000 U.S. dollars 
between the Mercedes-Benz.  
Uncertain pattern matching is defined as follows: Source model S, the target model T, S and T are 
relational schema, S to T is uncertain pattern-matching as a triple (s, t, m), in which s ę S, t ę T, and T 
m is S to the set of possible pattern matching {mi}. Mi meet the definition of the traditional pattern 
matching, ie m: ൿ x (ĳ (x) ĺ ඀ yȥ (x, y)), where ĳ is the conjunctive query on S, ȥ is a conjunctive 
query on T, for S in each instance satisfies ĳ x, T there exists a ȥ instance y.  
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This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 analyzes the Deep Web Integration Services to convert 
the user request pattern matching and introduces uncertainty related work; Section 3 presents a number of 
types of similarity calculation method, and further shows the pattern matching optimization; Section 4 of 
the above problems are solved on the basis of user requests made in the uncertainty of conversion pattern 
matching method; Section 5, the experimental results; Section 6 summarizes the paper to do. 
 
 
2.Pattern matching problems and uncertainties related to background  
Figure 2 shows, the user requests the conversion can be divided into two steps: first convert the user's 
keyword query to complex integrated query interfaces, and then further converted to the Web database 
query interface process. These two steps are dependent on the correct pattern matching.  
On the one hand, user-submitted keyword queries are often not only contains the attribute name 
attribute value, for example, mentioned in the introduction of the query, ,20000-30000} {Benz, due to the 
lack of property name attribute semantics makes it difficult to judge, when be mapped to the 
corresponding structure of an integrated query interface may lead to two reasonable matches.  
On the other hand, integrated interface mode interfaces with the Web database query matching between 
the patterns are often inaccurate. First, since the Web database by different organizations or individuals at 
different time and place design, highly autonomous, resulting in content and form of the complexity and 
diversity, which gives the accuracy of pattern matching presented greater challenges ; and because the 
Web has been in a dynamic change in the database, it was observed, web interface to query the database 
every three months, some changes will occur, which leads to the interface has been integrated into the 
Web interface to database query pattern matching often fails. Thus, Deep Web integration services 
integration interface mode interfaces with the Web database query pattern matching between there are 
many uncertainties.  
3. Numerical data of the similarity calculation method  
Most types of similarity calculations involving numbers are the numbers as string to handle [14], but 
apparently this method is not applicable. For example, "1000" and "1001" big similarity, or "1000" and 
"999" big similarity? If the string-based similarity calculation method, both Levenshtein distance, Affine 
gap distance, Jaro distance, Q-gram distance, or WHIRL, the result is far greater than the similarity of the 
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former the latter, which is obviously not reasonable. So for numeric data, the corresponding similarity 
should be calculated. Definition 1: Given two numeric data m and n, the similarity is:  
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Definition 2: Given two sets of discrete numeric data sets S1 and S2, S1 = {n1, n2, n3,}, S2 = {m1, m2, 
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Definition 3: Given two sets of range-based set of numbers R1 and R2, R1 = {s1, s2, s3,}, R2 = {t1, t2, 
t3,}, the degree of overlap between the two reflects the degree of similarity, the similarity of R1 and R2: 
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Formula ˄1˅˄2˅˄3˅ˈ 10 dd Similarity ˈAnd the calculated similarity value is greater, the 
greater the similarity of two data. 
Number of instances of pattern matching based on the pruning method 
Instance in the use of pattern matching information, the usual method is to calculate the similarity 
between instances, and then determine the pattern matching results. According to our analysis, for 
numeric data, through some dependent coverage and numerical analysis, some matches can directly 
determine, through the rest of the pattern matching to determine similarity calculation and the results, this 
will greatly reduce the computational complexity. 
3. 1 Number of instances of pattern matching based pruning method  
The following Introduction 2 - dimensional query space and 2 - dimensional pattern matching concept 
space pruning methods. Assuming an integrated interface of the two concepts Ci and Cj (i <> j), Ci and 
Cj are the candidate set of values Vi and Vj (both numeric), the user query contains numeric key Key1 
and Key2, and Key1 and Key2 and Ci and Cj must be in a match. If A and B matches the other, denoted 
by {A, B}: 
3.2 No cover 
Vi ŀ Vj = ĭ, that is, the concept of the concept of Ci and Cj of the candidates there is no coverage 
between the value of the relationship, as shown in Figure 3 (a). Keyword Key1 <> Key2, and Key1, Key2 
ę (Vi or Vj), then according to the size of keywords can accurately determine the value of the concept of 
Ci and Cj with matching ties for the following situation:  
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Figure 3 The value of the relationship 
(1) If the Key1 ę Vi, Key2 ę Vj, then the match result: {Key1, Ci}, {Key2, Cj};  
(2) If the Key1 ę Vj, Key2 ę Vi, then the match result: {Key1, Cj}, {Key2, Ci};  
Loose part of the cover:  
Vi ŀ Vj <> ĭ, that is, the concept of the concept of Ci and Cj of the candidate values cover the 
relationship between each other, Vi and Vj relationship between the non-binding constraints or difficult to 
capture their relationship, but the coverage is relatively small, as shown in Figure 3 (b). In general, the 
key Key1 and Key2:  
(1) If the Key1 (Vi ŀ Vj) and Key2 (Vi ŀ Vj), with a matching method;  
(2) If the Key1 ę (Vi ŀ Vj) and Key2 ę (Vj-Vi), based on mutually exclusive matches, get match 
results {Key1, Ci}, {key2, Cj}; and vice versa;  
(3) If the Key1 ę (Vi ŀ Vj) and Key2 ę (Vi ŀ Vj), cannot determine the match between need for 
further calculation of the similarity between the two.  
Loosely covered:  
Figure3(c) 
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Vi ŀ Vj <> ĭ, that is, the concept of the concept of Ci and Cj of the candidate values cover the 
relationship between each other, Vi and Vj relationship between the non-binding constraints or difficult to 
capture their relationship, and the coverage is relatively large, as shown in Figure 3 (c). Relationship 
cannot be matched to determine the need for further similarity between the two calculations.  
4. Experiment  
We are also in the process of matching the use of optimization methods: Data types and numbers-
driven optimization method that matches the type of pruning methods, which significantly reduces the 
time complexity of pattern matching, as shown in Figure4 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, the Deep Web integration services in the uncertainty pattern matching, is proposed based 
on similarity calculation of uncertainty pattern matching method. This paper analyzes the pattern 
matching of uncertainty, and then type the number for the current method of calculating the similarity of 
data lack the status quo and put forward a set of numeric data, similarity calculation method; and gives 
the number of types of pattern matching effective pruning method, and data-driven pattern matching type 
optimization method; finally made on this basis, the uncertainty of pattern-matching method. 
Experimental results show that the proposed method is very effective. 
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